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a  in the ethics of dance criticism: 
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“This didn’t feel, however, like an opening night. 
 

      ,                         ���
      as the Sugar Plum Fairy,           ���

     
;  

 

 and ,                  ���
 as the Cavalier,               ���

. 
 

They’re among the few City Ballet principals ���
who dance like adults, but without ���
adult depth or complexity.”  (Macaulay 2010a) 
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Many objectors to Macaulay’s review highlighted ���
Ringer’s openness about past struggles with anorexia and binge eating. 
 
 

In response to Macaulay’s comments, 

At the same time, I’m not overweight; ���
I do have (I guess) a more womanly body type ���
than the stereotypical ballerina…” (Curry) 
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 “…Which art requires more exposure of 
 the human form than the nude  ���
 in painting, photography or sculpture? 
  Ballet, of course. 

 

 – even when sheathed ���
       in tights, tunics, tutus – ���
       open their bodies up in the ���
       geometric shapes & academic movements 
       that ballet has codified  

       and so they 
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     “…

     One reader wrote that the review was ‘appalling,’ ���
     ’heartbreaking,’ ‘childish,’ ‘hurtful,’ and ‘incompetent’. 

 
 
 
 
Notably, 

 

. . . though I was much harder ���
on Mr. Angle’s appearance, ���
scarcely a reader objected. . . .  
 

” 
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“
 

. . . many other female dancers ���
with obvious physical imperfections ���
have made impressions far greater   ���
than those whose bodies were ballet-perfect. 

 
 
 
 

  But that’s their task:  

Many have, and Ms. Ringer does, too, with several roles. ���
This particular Sugar Plum Fairy…was not one of them.” 
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“Some correspondents have argued that ���
the body in ballet is ‘irrelevant’. ���

 Sorry, but the opposite is true.         
  

I am severe – but ballet, ���
as dancers know, ���
is more so.” 
 (Macaulay 2010b) 
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I will defend Macaulay’s claim that  

 - at least for criticism of dance performances in styles/genres ���
 where dancers’ physiques are aesthetically relevant. 

I’ll also highlight ���
the 

 

Ultimately, 

. 
 
But first, I’ll start with ���
a brief discussion about���

 . 
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are offered by Julie Van Camp (1986) and Noël Carroll (1986). 
 

   
 of the work, which “provides a common  

  experience for all readers   
: locating the work stylistically / 

historically within “the broad landscape of dance” 
 of the work under review, with an explanation 

of “how a judgment was made” (15-16) 

 
 

���
by “elucidating the logic of the situation in which ���
the dance was made or the choreography evolved” (143-4) 
 

 The critic explains what was worthy of appreciation ���
 by educating audience members about the art-historical context ���
 from which the artists’ choices can be made intelligible. 
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  Neither Van Camp nor Carroll articulates the extent to which ���
  critics ought to refer (descriptively or evaluatively) to dancers’ bodies. 

 
However, Van Camp establishes that  
– involving music, sets, costumes, props, in addition to human movement ���
– (17)  
 

 She declares that dancers’ movement remains “central”, ���
 such that additional elements are good to the extent that ���
 they are “appropriate to” the others, especially the movement. 

 

  As a rule of thumb, she offers that ���
   

(ibid.) 

 
Ø  A logical extension of Van Camp’s rule of thumb is that ���

, 
  since they can be assets or liabilities to the ���
  display of movement and postures in a performance.  
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…
. 

 
 

 

   “ .  
    We tell ourselves that we’re free to enjoy dancers 
    now that we’ve suppressed puritanism.  
   However, [we are also told that]                           
   

.  
   In our age of inverted prudery,                        
     .” 
             (Croce 1975)    

 
 

 

is not only an affront to etiquette; 
it 
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   By critics’ own reports, ���
   (Carroll 2009) 
 

“In the last three or four decades, critics have begun���
to avoid judgments altogether, preferring to describe or ���
evoke the art rather than say what they think of it.” (Elkins 2003) 

. 

»  For the sake of my argument, it is enough that ���
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One might argue that , ���
not a specific performance thereof. 

On this view, 
(e.g., Nutcracker), ���

and thereby are
 

 
 

 

  Alternatively, one might claim that ���
  

Ø  “We thought reviewers were supposed ���
to review the dancing, not someone’s stomach. ���
…Not cool, man!” ���
– Perez Hilton, about Macaulay 
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 The suggestion that the work should be evaluated ���
 rather than a specific performance ���
 

from a spectator’s point of view. (Van Camp 1980) 
 
 
 

 – hence, it is appropriate to evaluate how dancers’ bodies factor into 
 a performance’s success/failure at achieving its apparent aims.���
 (Sirridge and Armelagos 1978: 137) 

In practice, 
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dimensions, proportions, ���
  limb shapes, range of motion, strength, flexibility, etc.. 

 

 

  Even motion capture technology  ���
  can’t give us an impression of ���
  dance movements from which  ���
  all body specifics are abstracted away. 
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. 
 

. 
 

 It’s as automatic for us to register ���
 weak feet, a stiff back, a short neck  
 as it is to cherish the elegance of                           
 Sylvie Guillem’s proportions, say, or the  ���
 exquisite poise of Michael Clark’s head.  

 
    To some extent, ���
    .  

.” 
    (Mackrell 2011) 
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Note, though, that ���
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since artworks occupy an
 autonomous domain insulated from ethical norms & standards,  

( = moderate autonomism), 

( = radical autonomism) (Carroll 1996) 

 
 

  It’s plausible that ���
  , ���
  as an art practice, ���
  because the artworks reviewed by critics ���
  are unfit for  ethical evaluation. 

 

Ø  Let’s call this view . 
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While might be defended ���
as a normative thesis about how criticism ought to operate, 
it 

»  Art autonomism is motivated by the observation that 
we often experience artworks in settings at a remove  

»  …but 

. 
 

Ø  the outrage over Macaulay’s comments 
demonstrates that 

. 
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���
if it is motivated by concern for the target’s health / well-being ���
and/or prompts the target to take action toward self-improvement. 

 

The correlation between ���
 body shape/size & health is imperfect, 
  so 

. 
 

 Body-shaming is much more likely ���
 to demean & discourage targets than ���
 to inspire them to attain normative bodies. 
  

by prompting 
  coping behaviors such as disordered eating (Sutin & Terracciano 2013)  23	  



���
   

(in the service of evaluating ���
   performances within some genres) 

 

 

 

I’ll conclude by suggesting that  
 

(without ignoring body aesthetics altogether)                                               

to ground one’s overall evaluation,  

– not as a failure to meet 
body standards applicable within dance or culture at large. 
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to ground one’s overall evaluation 

A review which omits mention of negative body judgments                
might fail to supply adequate reasoning for                                     
a negative evaluation of a performance. 

 

 
An example of a productive report of body judgments: 
 

An “emphasis on the beefcake” ���
in the male performers of ���
Paul Taylor’s American Dance Company 
limits the apparent elegance ���
of their movements in Mercuric Tidings  
 (Macaulay 2016) 
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– not as a failure to meet 
body standards applicable beyond the work. 

 ���
 as negative with respect to the aims of a ���
 particular performance 

Ø  E.g., the “one sugarplum too many” comment          
reads as a general insult to anyone ���
even slightly overweight. 
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Note that 
as positive with respect to the aims of the performance. 

»  If a positive judgment doesn’t help to explain the critic’s evaluation���
of the performance, it ought to be omitted from the review as irrelevant. 

It may be valuable for critics to highlight impressive performances ���
by dancers with non-ideal bodies. 

  [Mark] Morris at his largest has often been ���
  sensational performer.  
  I have heard an audience snort with laughter ���
  as he arrived onstage and then be awestruck ���
  by the brilliance of his dancing.” ���
  (Macaulay 2010b) 
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(Mackrell 2011) 
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to explain dissatisfaction with a performance,          
 

such as:   

  …

either with respect to a certain dance genre ���
   or with respect to cultural standards. 
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